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ANNOUNCEMENTS

23 January - UPT submission deadline; 10b at Kuutsemäe.
25 January - 1a at ERM; concert: Suur Pauk vol. 1. Music made man from
a monkey!; University of Tartu School of Science study day
"Mathematics in banking"; Daniel Toom, an alumnus of MHG and
prosecutor, visiting the "Man and Law" class; at 4:00 p.m. presentation of
B-category studies in the library.
26 January - at 10:00 VKV appreciation event in Aula; a regional round of
the Mother Tongue Olympiad; Teachers Committee meeting No. 1.
27 January - boys' choir singing day at school.
30 January - 5a at Estonian Youth Theater's performance "Röövlitütar
Ronja"; 11DP enzyme internship at UT.
31 January - project day of the whole school family "KiVa - notice and
support"; a regional round of the Mathematics Olympiad for grades 7-
12.
1 February - 7-8e, 9a at Kuutsemäe; preliminary round of the Religious
Education Olympiad; the literary Olympiad "Rändajad"; at 18:00 open
doors for parents of 1st grade applicants (Estonian classes ony).
2 February - Tartu Peace Treaty anniversary; reading competition "From
Hansen to Tammsaare" Albus.
3 February - School Ball Dance.
6 February - UPT defences.
February 8 - 6a, 6b, 7a skiing at Kuutsemäe; 8b on the active learning
program at the Estonian Sports and Olympic Museum.
February 9 - Miina Härma 160 children's choir singing day at Kõrveküla
school.
9-10 February - singing Competition Tuljak at MHG
10 February - regional round of the Art Olympiad.
12-16 February - preliminary exams week of secondary school.
13 February - Shrove Tuesday; Rehearsal for Miina Härma's 160 concert
performance in the MHG Aula; 8a active learning program at the
Estonian Sports and Olympic Museum and ice skating.
February 14 - Valentine's Day; Miina Härma 160 rehearses in the
Vanemuine Concert Hall.
15 February  - at 18:00 Miina Härma 160 concert in Vanemuise.
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FILM PROGRAM ON TUESDAY (23.01)

CLASSROOM 202  1-2 LESSON SUPILINNA SLALASELTS
3-4 LESSON VEHKLEJA
5-6 LESSON DETSEMBRIKUUMUS

CLASSROOM 207  1-7 LESSON TUULEPEALNE MAA

CLASSROOM 211  1-7 LESSON KOSMO

CLASSROOM 306 1-3 PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (ENG+SUB)
4-6 MARSIAN (ENG+SUB)

CLASSROOM 1–4 LESSON JUST DANCE
6–7 LESSON JUST DANCE

CLASSROOM 115  3-4 LESSON AROUND THE WORLD IN
80 DAYS (ENG)
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FILM PROGRAM ON WEDNESDAY (24.01)

CLASSROOM 202  1-2 LESSON VALGE DAAMI SALADUD
3-5 LITTLE WOMEN (ENG)
6-7 LESSON NIMED MARMORTAHVLIL

CLASSROOM 207  1-7 LESSON  TUULEPEALNE MAA

CLASSROOM 211  1–4 BRAIN EXPLAINED (ENG)
5-6 LESSON SELTSIMEES LAPS

CLASSROOM 306 2-3 LOTTE JA KUUKIVI SALADUS
4-5 SIGADE REVOLUTSIOON

CLASSROOM 1–5 LESSON JUST DANCE

CLASSROOM 114  1–2. LESSON AROUND THE WORLD IN
80 DAYS (ENG)
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Kaur Lilo's (3a) 3D printing challenge entry won first place in the Best
Learning Journey category and will be rewarded with a brand new
BambuLab 3D printer for MHG school!
At the 5th grade English Olympiad in the city of Tartu, the MHG team shared
the 2nd-3rd place. about. The team included Karoliina Parkel (5b), Saamuel
Sööt (5b) and Lily Marie Sõõrd (5a). Supervised by Kadri Türk and Ene Sööt.
Eight MHG students made it to the national round of the Science Olympiad. 
Geia Rõivas (11a, supervisor Elo Gaver) received a special award for her original
thought process at the Supreme Court Case Competition.
Nurkhan Torekhanov (Pre-IB, teacher Jörgen Metsik) has been confirmed as
a candidate for the Baltic Chemistry Olympiad team.
Karolin Ruumet (11a) has been invited to participate in the selection
competition of the European Girls' Mathematics Olympiad (EGMO) in Tartu.
In the 16 January Teachers' Newspaper, teacher Martin Pent writes on the
topic, "What else did the PISA test say and did not say?".
In the 23 January Teachers' Newspaper, educational technologist Triinu Pihus
talks about the challenges of artificial intelligence in our school.
Music teacher Lilia Ilves participated in the work group of the national music
curriculum implementation program.
Beatrice Veidenberg, a French language teacher and UT master's student in
Classical Philology was awarded a scholarship named after Jaan Kaplinski. Her
research topic is the choral part of Aichylos' work "Supplications" and its
poetic-mythical use of language, which updated the ancient tragedy.
Henrik Harjus (11a) is one of the 25 young Estonians who were selected for the
Academy of Democracy. The first meeting will take place already on 26-27
January, and the topic is politics and society. Henrik writes: "The President
Kaljulaid Democracy Academy is a study program organized by the
President Kaljulaid Foundation. Its task is to develop young people's
knowledge of democracy, state governance and the media. During the
program, students can meet several experts from various fields and travel all
over Estonia. I decided to apply because I find that it is a very unique
opportunity to expand one's knowledge. There is no similar study program in
Estonia that would bring together young people of basic school and
secondary school age and experts in the field of public administration."
https://kerstikaljulaid.ee/fond/akadeemia

NOTICED AT HÄRMA

https://opleht.ee/2024/01/mida-pisa-test-veel-utles-ja-utlemata-jattis/
https://opleht.ee/2024/01/koolid-valmistuvad-tehisaru-kasutusele-votma/
https://kerstikaljulaid.ee/fond/akadeemia/
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On 16 January, Pre-IB and 11DP
Biology students visited the
University of Tartu’s national genetic
research lab. UT researchers showed
where the genetic information of
nearly 210,000 Estonians is located
and how it is accurately genotyped.
The study trip was organized by
teacher Kirstin Karis.

NOTICED AT HÄRMA
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For the third time, President Alar Karis invites school students aged 7-19 years
to writing and thought workshops in January-February. The theme "Did I dream
of Estonia?" is inspired by the poem of the poet Juhan Liiv, whose 160th birthday
we celebrate this year.
When Juhan Liiv wrote the poem of the same title in 1895, Estonia could only be
dreamed of. It was something that could only be dreamed of very secretly
because, for a newly emerging nation, its own country was still something
unimaginable. Yet only a few decades later, it was born.
If today's youth saw Estonia in a dream, what would they see or want to see?
What would Estonia be like? Some may see there as the glow of the past, some
as the reflection of the present. Someone imagines the Estonia of the future
instead. Or they remember events from the day that just passed, which was
amazing or in which some things could have been different. Some see dreams
full of hope and beauty, while some dream of their own or a friend's personal
worries. Some see their ancestors, some their descendants. Some find
themselves somewhere in Estonia, others a little bit of Estonia somewhere inside
themselves. Every young person can see in their dream what they have deep in
their soul. And sometimes you can see in a dream what you obviously don't want
to tell anyone.
You can write the president a piece in the free form up to two A4 pages or
up to 5,000 characters long, both manually and electronically. The
Chancellery of the President of the Republic finds an opportunity to publish the
thoughts and writings of the authors of the brightest writings, publishes a
selection of thoughts at the summer park exhibition in Kadriorg, and invites
some of the writers to the Rose Garder as an appreciation.
Written works are expected in the week before the anniversary of the
Republic by February 14 to the Chancellery of the President of the Republic at
A. Weizenbergi 39, 15050 Tallinn, or by e-mail to the address Eestile@vpk.ee.
When sending your written work, please include your name, age, school and
grade, address and phone number.
By sending the piece of writing, the author confirms that the work was created
independently. Also, the author or their legal representative, if the writer is under
18 years of age, consents to the use and publication of the name and text by
sending the writing.
More information can be requested by writing to Eestile@vpk.ee or by calling 631
6202.

EV PRESIDENT ALAR KARIS'S INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
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From 22nd-28th January, the Estonian Green School program is hosting the
DIGITAL CLEANUP WEEK, during which all educational institutions, students,
families, and other interested parties are invited to organize their digital
devices, deleting unnecessary information noise and files. Participants in the
campaign have the chance to win exciting raffle prizes. Register and read
more here: (https://www.tartuloodusmaja.ee/digikoristusnadal2024)

In addition, during the digital cleanup week (26.01), there's also a nationwide
Telia Digital Cleanup Day (https://digikoristuspaev.telia.ee/en/#), where
registration also offers a chance to win prizes.

Examples of digital waste include:
💡Unread emails sitting in the inbox
💡Mail list subscriptions that you no 
     longer wish to receive
💡Unsorted photos and videos
💡Unnecessary files and documents
💡Online accounts that are no longer in use

You can participate alone, with your family or friends, or even with your entire
class. (Note: If you decide to participate as a whole class under your teacher's
guidance, you can choose a suitable week for digital cleaning between 22
January and 26 February 2024).

More information can be found in Stuudium.

DIGITAL CLEANUP WEEK

https://www.tartuloodusmaja.ee/digikoristusnadal2024/
https://digikoristuspaev.telia.ee/en/
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OPEN HOUSE DAYS FOR THE FUTURE 1ST-GRADE APPLICANTS 
(FOR ESTONIAN CLASSES ONLY)

PLAY RECESS FOR
GRADES 1-4 IN THE
SPORTS HALL
EVERY TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY AT
13.10-13.30.
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NOTICED AT HÄRMA

https://fb.me/e/4Bxcv73JN

